
Golf cart use and Operation rules:
Please read and initial each line item below and sign at the bottom.
In addition to the binding contract you signed: You “the Operator/Driver” agree to the 
following:

1)Drive on the LEFT. This is a public road and ALL rules of the road apply.      X_______

2)YOU the signed driver on the contract are 21 years or older and have a valid drivers
License and ONLY you will be driving the golf cart. NO underage drivers.      X_______

3)Bring the golf cart back to Rachael’s Rentals yard in same condition you left with it.      X_______

4)Operator/driver will be responsible for the safe operation of this vehicle, the
Safety of the passengers AND you agree to pay for ANY damages to any person or
property due to your operation of this golf cart.      X_______

5) Golf carts have a weight limit of 600lbs for a 2 seater, 800lbs for 4 seaters, 1200lbs for 6 seaters.
Operation of the vehicle with more weight than its capacity is unsafe for all occupants. 
The number of people onboard MUST be limited to the number of seats each golf cart provides.  

     X_______

6)Listen to and observe ALL instructions given to you by Rachael’s Rentals representatives.
Operator/Driver agrees he/she will not leave the premises until he/she is capable of 
operating the golf cart safely and he/she will operate at his/her own risk         X_______

7)Make sure park brake is engaged, the cart is locked with cable provided and take key
 with you anytime you exit the golf cart.           X_______

8) NEVER coast down hill with the transmission in Neutral      X_______

9)Do NOT drive the golf cart “off road” down any trails or onto any beach. This golf cart
is for road use only.           X_______

10) Never stand up on back step or seat of golf cart. ALL passengers and driver      X_______
 must remain seated at ALL times the vehicle is in motion.

11)If you are reported/found to be operating the golf cart in any unsafe manner or that
violates any of these rules, or “rules of the road” you will be in breach of contract and 
your golf cart privileges may be revoked with NO refund of your money.      X_______

12) If a Rachael’s Rentals agent has to come out and take the keys from you because of 
a breach of contract there will be a $50 non negotiable fee incurred, charged to your card 
on file. There is also a $50 late fee for golf carts returned later than 6pm closing time.    X________

I _________________________Declare I have read and understood the terms of this agreement 
and understand and agree that my credit card authorized on file at Rachael’s Rentals will be 
used to pay for any damages incurred during the term of my rental. I understand damages may 
exceed $500 and that I am liable to pay for any and all damages to the golf cart.

Signature________________________________________Date:________________


